Stoke Data Banks

To the Editor:

Dr. Mohr is to be complimented for a thoughtful, balanced discussion of stroke data banks.1 While there are pros and cons to this issue, in our view, the advisability of establishing stroke data banks remains questionable, given the predictably high cost of such endeavors and the predictably low-level, descriptive research that such enterprises can support.

The editorial acknowledged some of the problems of quality control in large data banks, where interobserver variability and differing standards between participating centers may play substantial roles. Transcription errors, omissions, and the like also account for serious quality control problems, particularly in large databases that are likely to be computerized.2

The desire to hoard data is a natural instinct for those of us involved in clinical research. However, unlike money in the bank, data in a data bank do not gain interest merely because they have been saved. On the contrary, data that are routinely collected and salted away for some ill-defined future purpose are likely to harbor many undetected errors. When discovered, many of these errors will be uncorrectable because nobody has looked at the data until long after the patients involved have disappeared from the scene.

As Dr. Mohr noted, the referral patterns, practice preferences, and catchment area of an institution or group of institutions that sponsor disease-specific databases may yield data that are difficult to apply in other settings. When it is possible to maintain a database from a well-defined population, for example, a state tumor registry or mortality statistics, the quality limitations of the stored information are appreciated by knowledgeable investigators. Such records are rarely, if ever, comprehensive; for purposes of clinical inference, subjects may be identified from such registries, but individual patients or original documents are often located for collection of additional data specific to the studies being undertaken. No database can be all things to all researchers. It often transpires that a critical variable turns out to be the one item that was not collected in the "comprehensive" database.

Many quality control problems in stored databases can be overcome with sufficient money and effort, but even when the data collected are complete and accurate, the questions that a data bank can answer may be severely limited. Descriptive studies are widely regarded as the weakest evidence of causation, for example. Unless the database provides information on a control or comparison group — individuals without stroke, or patients receiving a different treatment from the one under investigation, for instance — it cannot answer fundamental clinical questions about the relative merits of different treatments in several groups of patients.

In the absence of a formal control group, to interpret descriptive data at all requires implicit comparisons with other patient populations, other centers, or past experience, with all the attendant perils of unknown comparability, biases, and confounding variables undermining the validity of comparisons between patients in the database and the reference population.

But the greatest danger in keeping expensive data banks that have been assembled in the absence of previously defined hypotheses is the almost irresistible temptation to delve into these presumed "gold mines," especially when data have been stored in computer systems where they can be perused with relative ease. Statisticians know that "if you dredge data sufficiently deep and sufficiently often, you will find something odd."2 Given enough variables, sampling error virtually ensures that some of them will lie outside the expected usual range or achieve statistical significance in comparison with data from a case-control group, because of chance alone.6

Dr. Mohr is correct in stating that a case series and other descriptive studies have been useful for hypothesis generation and as a stimulus for other, more powerful investigations.5 If properly set up, descriptive studies make a strong contribution in studies of prognosis and comparisons of therapeutic maneuvers. Each of these activities assumes the application of fundamental principles of scientific investigation. Sifting through massive data banks in quest of some unexpected finding is no substitute for these principles.
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The following letter is sent in response:

To the Editor:

The undersigned thanks the authors for their initial compliment. All the same, it is disappointing to find that they, and perhaps others, read so little between the lines that so heavy an amplification seemed called for.

The undersigned believes their stern admonitions have already been long digested by experienced clinical investigators. It seems doubtful that the clumsily conceived and crudely executed "data banks" decried by the authors actually exist, although any such are clearly a waste of time and effort. Do any investigators "hoard data" . . . "routinely collected and salted away for some ill-defined future purpose," casually assume data is uniformly useful, assume data from any one study is "comprehensive," require being reminded of the need for control groups, or regard data that is retrievable as a "gold mine"? (The leftover data in most projects is more lead in the proverbial balloon than gold, to use the authors' mental metaphor.) Few clinical investigators will be found recoiling in horror like some Draculas before the cross of "data dredging" thrust at them by the tight-lipped authors. Statisticians and epidemiologists are more likely to have the leisure and expertise to undertake any data dredging that is done; after all, it is hard enough to keep easily distracted clinical investigators adhering to a data collection protocol, let alone chewing through computerized data bases in search of some unpredicted correlations, and fewer still would see any point in such activity in the absence of a previously posed hypothesis.

Can there be any objection to the time-honored approach of organizing a study to pursue some one or more research hypotheses, carrying out the study with meticulous attention to these details, reporting its results, and being alert to observations during the study that may generate new hypotheses subject to yet another study? And if some of the subsidiary findings prove of interest, is it not useful to call to attention these preliminary observations, hoping others may find them useful in the creation of new hypotheses? Do such subsidiary reports differ in any way from "case series and other descriptive studies" approved by the authors?

Should the projected need for a large sample size bring investigators from several institutions together and should their joining together permit them to assemble a project that can pursue many hypotheses simultaneously, using a carefully validated common data collection protocol, and should the effort lead to a large data base, in what way is the multicenter—multiphase project different from the single investigator—single hypothesis in anything but size and complexity? The data collection will create a data base simultaneously to test the hypotheses, albeit at different rates, given the differences in sample size required.
Dichloroacetate After Incomplete Ischemia

To the Editor:

We would like to comment on the article by Colohan and coworkers in the May–June 1986 issue of Stroke regarding the effect of dichloroacetate (DCA) after incomplete ischemia in rats. Using the same model, our evidence that pretreatment with DCA does not decrease the amount of lactic acid build-up in the brain during ischemia is in agreement with the findings of these authors. However, additional data of our shows that treatment with DCA does result in lower lactates 30 minutes after the termination of ischemia.

We agree with these authors that even though pyruvate dehydrogenase enzyme complex (PDHC) in the brain might be activated by DCA during ischemia, the lack of oxygen is probably what limits the entry of pyruvate (lactate) into the citric acid cycle. Having made this assumption, we measured cerebral cortical lactate during 30 minutes after reperfusion in rats that had been treated with DCA 15 minutes prior to, immediately after, or 15 minutes after ischemia. Our results showed that cerebral lactate is near control levels 30 minutes after reperfusion in fasted rats pretreated with 25 mg/kg DCA. In untreated ischemic rats this resolution takes at least 60 minutes after the start of reperfusion. When treated immediately or 15 minutes after ischemia, there is a significantly faster amelioration of cerebral hyperlactatemia in DCA-treated ischemic rats when compared with untreated rats. Since these effects were achieved with a small dose of DCA (25 mg/kg) that was not effective in resolving systemic acidosis, we also agree with these authors and Evans, that the control of PDHC activity may be different in the brain than in other tissues.

Since most patients with cerebral ischemia will be fed and since high blood glucose correlates with poor physiological and neurological outcome from cerebral ischemia, we examined the effect of postischemic treatment with DCA in fed rats. Untreated rats exhibited mean cerebral lactates of 23 µM/g 30 minutes after ischemia. In contrast, the mean lactate level in DCA-treated rats 30 minutes after ischemia was 13 µM/g, significantly less than 18 µM/g that has been shown by other investigators to promote irreversible cell damage. Since brain ischemia commonly affect nonfasted patients and since treatment will occur after, not prior to, ischemia, we believe these results have important clinical significance. We therefore urge the continued investigation of the use of DCA for the treatment of cerebral hyperlactatemia in ischemic events.

Sincerely,

Ruth V.W. Dimlich, Ph.D.
William G. Barsan, M.D.
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio
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The following letter is sent in response.

To the Editor:

Dichloroacetate is a theoretically attractive agent for treatment of cerebral ischemia. We were quite disappointed when the results of our studies failed to suggest a beneficial action. However, the additional studies cited by Dr. Dimlich and Barsan indicate that dichloroacetate may indeed be useful in the management of ischemic stroke. Our enthusiasm has been rekindled, and we agree completely that further studies should be conducted.

Very truly yours,

Neal F. Kassell, M.D.
Professor and Vice Chairman
Austin R.T. Colohan, M.D.
Department of Neurosurgery
University of Virginia
School of Medicine
Charlottesville, Virginia
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